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An old slogan in the instrumentation community says that
“Measurement is the beginning of knowledge” and through
the years information from sensors such as strain gages,
pressure transducers, and thermocouples has helped
engineers and technicians gain insight into important
operational parameters. However, even the best data is
worthless if it can’t be collected and analyzed. When the
item being tested is in motion, such as with a rotating shaft
or a moving auto, sensor data can be difficult or impos-
sible to acquire. In these instances reliability or longevity
can be lost with traditional ‘hard-wired’ techniques. In other
situations, a hostile environment around the test unit dic-
tates that sensitive (and often expensive) instrumentation
or logging equipment must be located some distance away
from the actual sensors.

With the advent of wireless digital telemetry products, us-
ers facing these situations have a solution that not only
provides a robust technology for existing applications, but
also significantly expands the possible uses of today’s
modern sensors. By offering lower cost, improved mea-
surement accuracy, true “hands-off” operation, and more
robust and user selectable wireless connection methods,
these products offer a cost effective and timely solution to
a multitude of traditionally “hard-wired” applications.

In a nutshell, telemetry can encompass the entire process
by which a measurement value is obtained, possibly quan-
tified, qualified, or processed in other ways, and then trans-
mitted via some mechanism to the “end user” for final pro-
cessing or response actions. The “end user” in this case
may be a human for manual interpretation and analysis
or, more often, a machine for automated processing func-
tions. The phrase “Digital Telemetry” simply specifies that
the methodology utilized to obtain, process, and transmit
measurement data incorporates digital techniques, which
is a highly efficient and more reliable means of handling
data processing and transmission.

Telemetry can provide access to typical measurements
including:

strain pressure temperature
location distance displacement
torque energy power
speed direction acceleration

Many common applications require access to more than
one measurement at the same time to allow meaningful
interpretation of the data. One of the significant benefits of
digital telemetry is that it can be easily and readily cus-
tomized to the end user requirements This allows various
measurement (or sensor) inputs to be sampled nearly
simultaneously, cross correlated if required, and presented
as parallel analog or digital outputs to the end user. For
certain implementations, the sampling and correlation al-
gorithms can be configured in real-time, providing for adap-
tive measurement and response requirements.

SRI PMD, Inc. (formerly known as Physical Measurement
Devices, or simply PMD) has been designing and produc-
ing ruggedized wireless telemetry systems for over 20
years. The remaining portions of this applications note
detail some of the benefits of the Wireless Link™ product
and discuss some classical as well as unique applications
which have previously utilized an SRI PMD Wireless Link™
solution. In addition, potential applications which can now
be addressed in a cost-effective manner with the latest
products are presented along with explanations of how to
select and specify the exact configuration and options
which should be incorporated to satisfy unique require-
ments.
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In addition to costs
directly associated
with installation,
cabling to carry
critical measure-
ment parameters
is frequently ex-
pensive and may
require added sig-
nal conditioning
and reception
hardware to insure
the integrity of the
transmitted infor-
mation. Going beyond the immediate costs, hard-wired so-
lutions typically have longer term maintenance costs and/
or lower reliability.

Even after all of the above is-
sues have been accounted
for, hard-wired systems are
still plagued with susceptibil-
ity to high voltage electrical
surges, particularly as they
relate to lightning strikes.
Most cables serve as great
conductors for the powerful
electric energy associated
with these events, frequently
leading to severe damage or
total destruction of not only
the equipment directly con-
nected to the cable, but also
equipment nearby. While
wireless solutions still require
transmit and receive anten-
nas, these elements are far
less likely to serve as the in-
put point for a lightning strike.

Finally, just as in short range
applications, sometimes the
longer range communica-

tions involve moving objects. Placing ruggedized wireless
telemetry equipment on mobile platforms, such as agricul-
tural, construction, or other types of common machinery
allows the processing equipment to be located in a more
secure, benign environment. Given the typical investment
which this equipment represents, the wireless solution rep-
resents a wise investment.

Why Wireless?
It seems everywhere you turn today somebody’s talking
about the many applications for wireless communications.
Wireless LAN’s ... Wireless Internet Access ... Wireless
Phones. While SRI PMD certainly didn’t discover wireless
communications, they’ve been applying it to unique and
sometimes extraordinary applications since the 1960’s.
Wireless connections of fer effective solutions, whether the
data needs to be transferred millimeters or miles.

Sometimes, even for short range needs, the transfer of
critical measurement data from the sensor to the point of
use by a “hard-wired” connection is simply not feasible
because the part to be evaluated is moving, such as on a
rotating or a reciprocating object. Frequently instrumentors
of such systems will in-
corporate slip-rings for
rotating applications,
since they are designed
to provide constant con-
tact between a rotating
and a stationary surface.
However slip rings tend
to have limited lifetimes
and all too often encoun-
ter problems with low
signal levels or dirty en-
vironments. Articulating
links, sometimes referred
to as "grasshoppers", which are hard-wired connects that
actually bend with movement have been utilized to track
reciprocating motion. However, these solutions are usu-
ally time-limited, sometimes lasting less than a few
seconds under extreme environmental conditions.

Flexible cabling can be utilized in certain applications, but
this solution presents the designer with a different set of
challenges such as cable location, retracting hardware,
and cable wear.

Replacing any of the above with wireless communications
can be both a cost effective and a far more reliable means
of capturing critical measurement data.

Often longer distance requirements present a different set
of challenges. Adding cabling within or between existing
structures can be costly, both from the installation aspect
and the possibility of interrupted operations. Furthermore,
regulatory requirements frequently impact the cost and
schedule of these efforts.

ELIMINATE
SLIP RINGS

REDUCE
 INSTALLATION COSTS

IMPROVE SURGE
PROTECTION
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Other common industrial applications include multi-chan-
nel thermocouple telemeters used to monitor temperature
distribution on printed metal panels being heat cured in a
continuous process oven. Access to thermal data allowed
for real-time calibration and adjustment of heater banks
without disrupting the production line as had been previ-
ously required when thermocouple wires were trailed
through the oven. A similar use in a batch-process vacuum-
induction heater chamber dramatically improved yields of
vacuum brazed aluminum heat exchangers.

Wireless telemetry has also been a key development and
testing tool for all types of turbines, ranging from small,
very high speed turbochargers and gas turbines to very
large hydroelectric power generators. Parameters mea-
sured via this application have included blade strain and
temperature, fluid stream pressure and temperature, shaft
dynamics and blade-to-cowl clearances.

In applications similar to turbines,
comprehensive strain measure-
ment programs have been satis-
factorily performed on power gen-
eration windmills of every kind, in-
cluding NASA’s large Sandusky
project “eggbeater” type mills and
smaller models with diameters
under 10 feet. Accurate telemetry
for these programs not only pro-
vides improved power generation
capabilities but also insures the long term safety and reli-
ability of the resulting systems.

Previous Applications
In the past, wireless telemetry equipment has not always
been the most user friendly product to incorporate into a
system. Depending on the exact installation, operators
sometimes had a difficult time establishing a reliable radio
link and insure the integrity and accuracy of measurement
results. As such, many customers have tended to be test
laboratories or industrial users where some amount of
engineering expertise was available to properly set-up and
maintain the equipment. Nonetheless, successes stories
abound, even in some of the most severe and critical of
applications.

The steel industry and
their associated plant
outfitters were instru-
mental in the early
development of wire-
less telemetry and
essentially pioneered
its use. Perhaps the
first, and one of the fre-
quent, applications of
this type of equipment
has been in the measurement of torque or thrust on rotat-
ing shafts in roller mills. Data collected from these appli-
cations have been used to isolate drive train problems re-
sulting from excessive loads on thrust or rotary bearings,
gear box inefficiencies, and other issues.

10 reasons for using a Wireless Link™

10) Allows for movement between the sensored item and the system utilizing the measurement data.

9) Eliminates need for unreliable or short-lived, hard-wired connection options like slip rings and grasshopper links

8) More robust in dirty or extremely severe environmental conditions.

7) Improves margin of safety from hazards, such as exposure to high voltage lines or lightning strikes.

6) Provides a less intrusive solution for temporary or long-term applications.

5) Lowers installation costs and reduces long-term maintenance costs.

4) Minimizes amount of system which must be exposed to external or harsh operating conditions.

3) Eliminates unacceptable loads/biases or the need for expensive signal conditioning logic.

2) Improves the accuracy and reliability of critical measurement data.

1) Everybody else is going wireless — why shouldn’t you?
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Aircraft Propeller Vibration Testing
Hamilton, New Zealand based SuperAir, Ltd. had retrofitted their crop-dusting aircraft with new gas turbine engines.
One of the certification requirements for such a major modification was that any potential aeroelastic interaction
between the engine and propeller needed to be investigated. For these critical tests they approached Optimech
International, Ltd., an Auckland-based engineering consultancy specializing in engineering, material performance
and instrumentation.

Since the use of slip rings would have required modification to the engine
shaft and would likely have affected the measurements, a Wireless
Link™ Digital Telemetry System from SRI PMD, Inc. was used.
The Wireless Link transmitter was mounted on the hub of the
propeller and multiple strain gages were secured to both the
hub and blades. This simple setup allowed real-time vibra-
tion signals to be transmitted to a receiver located inside
the cockpit. Recordings were made over the full operating
range for both ground-running and flight testing.

The resulting data for this combination of engine, propeller,
and airframe showed that the fluctuating stress levels were low
to moderate for common flight conditions. The highest stresses
occurred in the case of non-uniform airflow such as crosswinds and
landing with reverse thrust.

Optimech continues to use their Wireless Link systems for similar projects including aerospace, automotive, heavy
and farm machinery, shaft measurements and failure analysis.

Race Car Testing
In the world of racing, highly accurate measurements are needed to guarantee
the optimum performance of these high technology machines. Parts are de-
signed to minimize weight while still guaranteeing sufficient strength to last
through the demanding hours of the actual race. Being able to measure torque,
strain, temperature and speed of moving parts during operational tests pro-
vides the chassis and engine designers with valuable insight into optimizing
the cars performance.

SRI PMD products have been
utilized extensively on both NASCAR and Indy racing circuits. Since
these applications are typically for short term tests, the non-intrusive
nature of the Wireless Link™ product allows the designers to easily
install the system, gain the measurement data during test runs with a
recording receiver on board the vehicle, and then analyze the results
after the run to assess system performance. Achievable measure-
ment accuracies in excess of 1% allow even minor design changes
to be readily analyzed.

Wireless Link™ In Action!
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spectrum to produce a usable clear channel. Even when a
suitable channel could be found, the distance of the trans-
mission was generally limited to less than 500 feet due to
FCC regulations. Newer product lines, like the Wireless
Link™, use higher frequency bands such as 900 MHz,
avoiding many of the prior interference and distance prob-
lems while retaining obstacle penetration benefits that can
be lost with higher frequencies such as 2.4 GHz.

Early digital systems often provided only a limited band-
width for each measurement channel. Although these sys-
tems can be appropriate for measuring slowly changing
parameters such as temperature, they were less useful
for many strain gage or accelerometer measurements. The
Wireless Link™ and other high-rate systems utilize RF
transmission techniques that allow very fast sampling to
be communicated in real-time. Other modern digital wire-
less methods, such as ZigBee or 802.11.14, focus on low
data rate, occasional transmission needs for applications
such as industrial lighting and building monitoring.

It’s a Wireless World
Traditional sensor telemetry involved hard-wiring sensors
to test instruments or loggers. Installations using slip-rings,
grasshoppers, or other contact techniques that allowed
measurements from rotating or mobile devices often proved
problematic or short-lived. With advances in digital wire-
less transmission, products such as SRI PMD’s Wireless
Link™ enable highly accurate, reliable real-time measure-
ments to be achieved in situations where physical wiring
was difficult, unreliable, or impossible.

Unique Success Stories
One of the more unusual applications of wireless sensor
telemetry involved a project undertaken to measure hoof
and leg impact loads occurring when a horse runs on an
artificial surface as compared to those experienced on
natural turf. To support this effort SRI PMD built special
horseshoes constructed of two thin shoes combined with
miniature piezo-type load cells and a multi-channel strain
telemeter system sandwiched between the two halves. In
tests run at Calder Raceway in Florida, data was success-
fully recorded, allowing the testers to gain insight into the
differing load profiles and associated physiological effects
on the animal between the two cases.

Another program involved pressure sensors installed in
artificial hearts of cattle with the measurement information
sent by telemetry to the data acquisition system. The
objective of the program was to analyze performance of
early heart valves. The use of telemetry allowed for free
movement of the test animals to achieve the most realistic
measurement scenarios.

New Possibilities
One of the real benefits of moving from analog to digital
technology is that it provides improved reproducibility of
the design, therefore minimizing the manufacturing costs
while still maintaining a high quality system. Since the
entire unit is now “programmable”, the sensor interface
calibration process, which was previously a human re-
source intensive, time consuming proposition, can now be
fully automated. These
elements combine to
represent significant
cost savings and have
helped digital wireless
telemetry become a
cost-effective alterna-
tive in many situations.

Traditional wireless te-
lemetry systems often
utilized the classic FM
radio band between  88
and 108 MHz. While
ideally suited for some
applications, often ur-
ban environments
would find too much
broadcast clutter
within this frequency
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Wireless Link Digital Telemetry Products
SRI PMD has been designing and producing ruggedized wireless telemetry systems for over 25 years.  Wireless Link™
systems have provided access to temperature, strain, pressure and other types of critical measurement data from
locations where hard-wired interconnects or slip rings have proven ineffective, cumbersome, or unreliable.

By applying the latest digital signal processing technology, these
systems offer a versatile and cost effective solution for:

•  Engine and Vehicle Component Test and Development
•  Turbines and Generators
•  Pumps and Mixers
•  Cranes and Heavy Equipment
•  Oil Fields, Platforms and Transmission Facilities
•  Bridges, Tunnels and Civil Engineering
•  Kilns and Industrial Automation Monitoring
•  Hydraulic Test Stands and Load Frames
•  Other Challenging Measurement Applications

A single, general purpose design allows this unique system to be applied to a wide variety of sensor configurations, includ-
ing multiple and mixed inputs of thermocouple data, strain bridges, and various other types of static or dynamic input
voltages.  The digital architecture of the implementation not only insures the integrity of the data measurements throughout
the detection, transmission, recovery and output processes, but also allows the system to automatically compensate for
steady state or dynamic errors introduced by external or internal sources.

High Frequency/Performance RF Connectors
Connector Adaptors

High Precision Mechanical Gages
Custom Interconnect Solutions

Satellite Telemetry Equipment
Land Mobile Radio Equipment
Communications Systems
Custom Engineering Design/Development

SRI
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Hermetics
Wireless Telemetry Systems

Sensor Data Processing
Measurement Recording Systems

Hermetically Sealed Connectors and Packaging
Design and Manufacturing

Advanced Materials, Research and Development
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